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Abstract—Despite improvements in cardiovascular implantable electronic device (CIED) design, application of timely infection control practices, and administration of antibiotic prophylaxis at the time of device placement, CIED infections continue to occur and can be life-threatening. This has prompted the study of all aspects of CIED infections. Recognizing the recent advances in our understanding of the epidemiology, risk factors, microbiology, management, and prevention of CIED infections, the American Heart Association commissioned this scientific statement to educate clinicians about CIED infections, provide explicit recommendations for the care of patients with suspected or established CIED infections, and highlight areas of needed research. (Circulation. 2010;121:000-000.)
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In 2003, the American Heart Association published a scientific statement that reviewed a variety of nonvalvular cardiovascular device infections. The document included an encyclopedic view of device infections involving cardiac, arterial, and venous structures. The primary focus of the statement was to formally recognize this group of cardiovascular infections and to highlight their clinical importance. The document also included a limited number of recommendations regarding the prevention and management of nonvalvular device infections. Perhaps the most noteworthy recommendation in the statement emphasized that antibiotic prophylaxis for routine dental, gastrointestinal, and genitourinary procedures was not indicated in patients with these devices.
The 6 years after the publication of the 2003 document have witnessed exceptional advances in our understanding of several clinical aspects of cardiovascular device infections. In particular, CIED infections have received the bulk of the attention, with sentinel observations regarding the epidemiology, associated risk factors, and management and prevention of permanent pacemaker (PPM) and implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) infections. Findings from several key clinical investigations that were published after 2003 prompted the Rheumatic Fever, Endocarditis, and Kawasaki Disease Committee of the Council on Cardiovascular Disease in the Young of the American Heart Association to provide an updated document limited to CIED infections. Because of the rarity of infection of implantable loop recorders and cardiovascular monitors, these devices are not considered in the present document.

### Classification System

The writing group was charged with the task of developing evidence-based recommendations for care and designating a classification and a level of evidence for each recommendation. The American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association classification system was used as shown in Table 1.

### Background

CIEDs have become increasingly important in cardiac disease management over the past 5 decades in the United States and have dramatically improved both patient quality and quantity of life. PPMs have been implanted since the 1960s. Advances in PPM technology have provided a strong foundation for the accelerated development of ICD and cardiac resynchronization systems. Over the years, CIEDs have become smaller in size despite a marked expansion of device functionality.
Guidelines from the American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association/Heart Rhythm Society are available and are updated serially; the guidelines provide specific recommendations for CIED implantation.3

In an analysis4 of CIED implantation in the United States between 1997 and 2004, implantation rates for PPMs and ICDs increased by 19% and 60%, respectively. Approximately 70% of device recipients were 65 years of age or older, and more than 75% of them had 1 or more coexisting illnesses. These data are consistent with findings from recent population-based surveys in Olmsted County, Minnesota,5,6 where patients undergoing PPM implantation between 1975 and 2004 had increasing numbers of coexisting illnesses. Simultaneously, dual-chamber pacing has become used much more frequently than single-chamber pacing.4 Similarly, the frequency of ICD implantation increased in the elderly (70 to 79 years of age) and very elderly (80 years of age or older).5 The 2001 World Survey7 found that in developed countries, between 20% and 35% of CIED recipients were more than 80 years old.

The National Hospital Discharge Survey8 found a 49% increase in the number of new CIED implantations, including both PPMs and ICDs, in the United States between 1999 and 2003. In 2003, although the absolute number of PPM implantations was higher than for ICDs (180 284 versus 57 436), more of the increase in CIED device implantation was driven by ICD implantations (160% and 31% increases in ICD and PPM implantations, respectively).8 In summary, the increased rates of CIED implantation coupled with increased implantation in older patients with more comorbid conditions have set the stage for higher rates of CIED infection.

Incidence and Epidemiology

PPM endocarditis has been recognized since the early 1970s.9,10 In earlier years, the rates of PPM infection ranged widely between 0.13%11 and 19.9%.12 Although most infections have been limited to the pocket, frank PPM endocarditis accounts for approximately 10% of PPM infections.13 The first ICD was implanted in 1980.14 Subsequent decreases in the size of ICDs permitted implantation without thoracotomy, although initially, abdominal implantation with tunneling was required. Subsequently, the entire device could be implanted prepectorally. The infection rate with these less extensive operations was lower (<7%).15 In a study of all ICD primary implantations, replacements, and revisions at a single center, there were 21 ICD-related infections (1.2%) among 1700 procedures, affecting 1.8% of 1170 patients. Among 959 patients with long-term follow-up, the infection rate was 3.2% with abdominal and 0.5% with pectoral systems.15

Despite the greater ease of device implantation with pectoral rather than other routes and increasing experience with implantation, the rate of CIED infection has been increasing. Cabell et al16 reported that among Medicare beneficiaries, the rate of cardiac device infections (PPMs, ICDs, valves, and ventricular assist devices) increased from 0.94 to 2.11 per 1000 beneficiaries between 1990 and 1999, a 124% increase during the study period. The rate of frank endocarditis was relatively unchanged (0.26 and 0.39 cases/1000 beneficiaries, respectively).

These findings were mirrored when CIED implantations were analyzed in Olmsted County, Minnesota, from 1975 to 2004.17 A total of 1524 patients were included with a total person-time follow-up of 7578 years with device implantation. The incidence of CIED infection was 1.9/1000 device-years (95% confidence interval [CI] 1.1 to 3.1), with an incidence of pocket infection alone of 1.37/1000 device-years (95% CI 0.62 to 0.75) and an incidence of pocket infection with bloodstream infection or device-related endocarditis of 1.14/1000 device-years (95% CI 0.47 to 2.74). Notably, the cumulative probability of CIED infection was higher among patients with ICDs than among those with PPMs. The National Hospital Discharge Survey8 similarly showed that between 1996 and 2003, the number of hospitalizations for CIED infections increased 3.1-fold (2.8-fold for PPMs and 6.0-fold for ICDs). The numbers of CIED infection–related hospitalizations increased out of proportion to rates of new device implantation. Moreover, CIED infection increased the risk of in-hospital death by more than 2-fold.

Risk Factors

Several studies have identified characteristics associated with CIED infections. In a single-center case-control study,18 case subjects were more likely to have diabetes mellitus and heart failure and to have undergone generator replacement; renal dysfunction (glomerular filtration rate <60 mL · min⁻¹ · 1.72 m⁻²) had the strongest (odds ratio [OR] 4.8) association with CIED infection. Renal dysfunction was also associated with risk of CIED infection in a more recent nested case-control investigation.19 In addition, Lekkerkerk et al19 identified oral anticoagulant use as an associated risk factor for infection. In another single-center case-control study, 29 patients with PPM infection were included, and long-term corticosteroid use (OR = 13.9) and the presence of more than 2 pacing leads (OR = 5.41) were identified as independent correlates of device infection.20

In addition to patient factors, procedural characteristics may also play an important role in the development of CIED infection. In a prospective cohort of 6319 patients receiving CIED implantation in 44 medical centers, Klug et al21 identified 42 patients who developed CIED infection during 1 year of follow-up. The factors associated with an increased risk of infection included fever within 24 hours before implantation (OR 5.83), use of preprocedural temporary pacing (OR 2.46), and early reintervention (OR = 15.04). Implantation of a new system (OR = 0.46 compared with partial or complete system replacement) and use of periprocedural antimicrobial prophylaxis (OR 0.40) were both associated with a lower risk of infection. The latter finding corroborated other evidence supporting perioperative antimicrobial prophylaxis for CIED infection prevention.20,22 Other small studies suggest that pectoral transvenous device placement is associated with significantly lower rates of CIED infection than for those implanted abdominally15 or by thoracotomy.23,24 Thus, the pervasive use of a pectoral approach is not only less invasive but also appears to confer an ancillary benefit of lower infection risk.
Physician experience in CIED implantation may also play a role in the rate of subsequent CIED infection. In a study of Medicare administrative data, Al-Khatib et al found a significantly higher risk of ICD infection within 90 days of device implantation in patients whose device was placed by physicians in the lowest quartile of implantation volume (OR 2.47 compared with physicians in the highest-volume quartile). Rates of mechanical complications at 90 days were also higher for lower-volume physicians.

Finally, among patients with bloodstream infection, the organism involved is strongly associated with the likelihood of serving as a manifestation of CIED infection, even in patients with no other evidence of CIED infection. In a cohort of 33 patients with implanted devices and subsequent *Staphylococcus aureus* bacteremia, nearly one half (45.4%) had confirmed CIED infection, and only a minority had local signs or symptoms that suggested generator-pocket infection. Similarly, in a cohort study from Olmsted County, Minnesota, 55% of 22 patients with cardiac devices and subsequent *S aureus* bacteremia had definite or possible CIED infection. In contrast, the risk of device infection with bacteremia with *Gram-negative bacilli* was substantially lower. Johannsen et al followed up 36,076 patients in the Danish Pacemaker Register. The incidence of explantation due to infection was significantly higher after replacement procedures than after first implantation (2.06% versus 0.75%, *P*<0.01). Device revision was associated with CIED infection in another investigation described recently. Although the incidence of infection decreased in the past 3 years of the study, the shorter follow-up of patients was thought to be a possible explanation. Whether multiple device revisions increase the risk of CIED infection exponentially is undefined.

The importance of reinterventions and device replacement is highlighted in the current era of increased safety alerts and device advisories. Gould and Kranh reported that in Canada, the risk of major complications of ICD replacement in response to recalls that required reoperation was 5.8% (31 of 533 patients), which included 2 deaths after extraction for pocket infection. Kapa et al reported a 1.4% complication risk at Mayo Clinic.

In summary, several factors associated with a greater risk of CIED infection have been described in this section, including the following: (1) Immunosuppression (renal dysfunction and corticosteroid use); (2) oral anticoagulation use; (3) patient coexisting illnesses; (4) periprocedural factors, including the failure to administer perioperative antimicrobial prophylaxis; (5) device revision/replacement; (6) the amount of indwelling hardware; (7) operator experience; and (8) the microbiology of bloodstream infection in patients with indwelling CIEDs. Future study of CIED infection pathogenesis should better define how associated factors contribute to infection risk and whether intervention can decrease the risk.

Risk factor analyses reported to date have noteworthy limitations, generally have included relatively small numbers of patients with CIED infections, and, with few exceptions, reflect the experience of single centers. Thus, although the existing literature provides some insight into CIED infection risk factors, larger, more representative studies would be useful in identifying and addressing the most important factors that are responsible for the development of CIED infection.

**Financial Burden**

Precise data regarding the actual healthcare burden of CIED infections are not available and are sorely needed. Considering the acquisition costs of CIED, it is not surprising that the economic consequences, including healthcare resource utilization, of CIED infections are substantial. The financial impact is due to multiple factors, including but not limited to the costs of device removal, a new device (which would be required in the majority of patients), cardiac and other medical evaluations, diagnostic procedures, surgical interventions for infected device removal, new device placement and certain infectious complications, medical therapy of infection, and critical care stays that are often prolonged. Even when a CIED is ultimately proven not to be infected, the cost of an evaluation for device infection among those with *S aureus* bacteremia is sizable.

**Microbiology**

*Staphylococcus* species cause the bulk of CIED infections and account for 60% to 80% of cases in most reported series (Figure 1). A variety of coagulase-negative *Staphylococcus* (CoNS) species have been described to cause CIED infections. CoNS is well recognized as a common cause of microbiological specimen contamination, and thus, repeated isolation of the same species of CoNS with an identical antibiotic susceptibility pattern is desired to support its role as an etiologic agent in CIED infections. Polymicrobial infection sometimes involves more than 1 species of CoNS. The prevalence of oxacillin resistance among staphylococcal strains has varied among studies, but it is prevalent and should influence initial empirical therapy decisions in CIED infections. *Corynebacterium* species, *Propionibacterium acnes*, *Gram-negative bacilli* including *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* and *Candida* species account for a minority of CIED infections. Fungi other than *Candida* and nontuberculosis mycobacteria are rarely identified as pathogens in CIED infection.

The microorganisms that cause CIED infections may be acquired either endogenously from the skin of patients or...
exogenously from the hospital inanimate environment or from the hands of hospital workers. In support of endogenous acquisition, an association has been noted between the presence of preaxillary skin flora and the pathogens isolated from pacemaker infection.55 Although low concentrations of methicillin-resistant CoNS have been detected in individuals with no healthcare contact and no recent antibiotic exposure,47 a disproportionate frequency of CIED infections due to multidrug-resistant staphylococci26,40 suggests that a healthcare environment is the site of infection acquisition.48,49

Pathogenesis
The pocket may become infected at the time of implantation, during subsequent surgical manipulation of the pocket, or if the generator or subcutaneous electrodes erode through the skin. In the latter case, erosion can also occur as a secondary event due to underlying infection. Pocket infection may track along the intravascular portion of the electrode to involve the intracardiac portion of the pacemaker or ICD. Alternatively, the pocket or intracardiac portion of the electrode may become infected as a result of hematogenous seeding during a bout of bacteremia or fungemia secondary to a distant infected focus. Hematogenous seeding of a CIED is unlikely to occur in cases of Gram-negative bacillary bacteremia, as discussed below. Bacteremia due to S aureus can result in device infection, but the prevalence of this occurrence and the differentiation of this mechanism of device infection from intraoperative contamination at the time of device placement or manipulation are difficult to determine. There are no data that examine the likelihood of hematogenous seeding of a device due to other Gram-positive cocci that are more common causes of bloodstream infection or due to fungi, in particular Candida species.

Device-related infection is the result of the interaction between the device, the microbe, and the host. Initial attachment of bacteria to the device is mediated by physical-chemical properties, such as hydrophobicity, surface tension, and electrostatic charge, of the plastic surface of the device and the bacterial surface.50 Bacteria, particularly Gram-positive cocci, can also adhere to and be engulfed by endothelial cells that can cover an endothelialized lead over a period of time, which is thought to be an important mechanism of device infection by the hematogenous route.

Device Factors
Device-related factors, such as the type of plastic polymer, irregularity of its surface, and its shape, can affect bacterial adherence to the device.51 Plastic polymers that encase medical devices, as well as the pathogens that adhere to them, are hydrophobic. The greater the degree of hydrophobicity, the greater is the adherence.52 Polyvinyl chloride favors more adherence than Teflon (duPont, Wilmington, Del), polyethylene more than polyurethane, silicone more than polytetrafluoroethylene, and latex more than silicone; some metals (eg, stainless steel) favor adherence more than others (eg, titanium). An irregular surface of the device favors microbial adherence more than a smooth surface. Indirect device factors previously addressed in this document as risk factors associated with CIED infection include subsequent invasive manipulation of an implanted CIED and a limited number of device implantations previously performed by the physician performing the procedure.

Microbial Factors
None of the major virulence factors or toxins of S aureus have been found in CoNS, and it seems clear that the development and persistence of CoNS infections, which are so often associated with foreign materials, are due to different mechanisms, such as adherence. The initial nonspecific attachment by means of physicochemical forces is followed or accompanied simultaneously by the specific interaction of bacterial surface adhesins with the uncoated device directly and with host proteins that coat the device. CoNS may adhere directly to plastic polymers on the surface of the device via fimbria-like surface protein structures53 or via a capsular polysaccharide (polysaccharide/adhesin). Antibodies to polysaccharide/adhesin (either produced actively by immunization or infused passively as polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies) prevent experimental S epidermidis catheter infections54 and experimental endocarditis55 in animals.

Bacteria may also adhere to host matrix proteins that coat the surface of an implanted device.56 Host extracellular matrix proteins include fibrinogen, fibronectin, and collagen that are deposited on newly implanted biomaterials.57,58 Staphylococci have a variety of surface adhesins, some known collectively by the acronym MSCRAMM (microbial surface components reacting with adherence matrix molecules), that allow the pathogen to establish a focus of infection.59

Biofilm Formation
Subsequent accumulation of bacteria on top of bacteria that adhere to a device surface requires the production of so-called polysaccharide intercellular adhesin, which is strongly associated with the staphylococcal cell surface and mediates cell-to-cell adhesion.50,59 The layers of bacteria on the surface of an implanted device are encased in this extracellular slime56 and constitute a biofilm. Biofilm is defined as a surface-associated community of 1 or more microbial species that are firmly attached to each other and the solid surface and are encased in an extracellular polymeric matrix that holds the biofilm together. Microbes in a biofilm are more resistant to antibiotics and host defenses, perhaps as a result of the dense extracellular matrix that protects the microbes secluded in the interior of the community. When a bacterial cell switches modes from free-floating (planktonic) organisms to biofilm, it undergoes a phenotypic shift in behavior in which large groups of genes are regulated.50

Microbial Persistence
Phenotypic variation is also thought to be operative in supporting the persistence of infection due to staphylococci in a biofilm that coats the surface of a CIED. Small colony variants are phenotypes that have caused CIED infections and harbor several characteristics that are thought to enhance the survival of staphylococci either in a biofilm or
in endothelial cells that cover the device, including resistance to certain antibiotics.64–66

**Host Factors**

Host factors associated with increased risk of CIED infection were outlined in a previous section of this document. These include renal failure, corticosteroid use, congestive heart failure, hematoma formation, diabetes mellitus, and anticoagulation use.

**Diagnosis**

CIED infection can present as different syndromes. In the majority of cases, local inflammatory changes of the generator-pocket site are present, or cutaneous erosion with percutaneous exposure of the generator and/or leads is seen. These local changes, often accompanied by pain or discomfort, usually prompt patients to seek medical attention. Fever and other signs of systemic toxicity are frequently absent. Some patients present with vague symptoms that include malaise, fatigue, anorexia, or decreased functional capacity. Less commonly, the diagnosis of CIED infection is suspected in patients with fever of undefined origin who harbor no local inflammatory changes at the generator-pocket site. At least 2 sets of blood cultures should be obtained before the initiation of antimicrobial therapy in all patients with suspected CIED infection; some patients with bloodstream infection may not manifest systemic toxicity or peripheral leukocytosis. Positive blood cultures, particularly due to staphylococcal species, provide a strong clue that the clinical syndrome is due to CIED infection. Patients should be educated about the need to be evaluated for CIED infection by cardiologists or specialists in infectious diseases if they develop fever or bloodstream infection for which there is no initial explanation.

Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) may be useful in demonstrating CIED-related endocarditis in adults. Because of its poor sensitivity, transthoracic echocardiography is frequently not helpful in ruling out a diagnosis of lead-related endocarditis, particularly in adults. Moreover, patients can develop both right-sided (lead-related) and left-sided endocarditis; the sensitivity of TEE for left-sided involvement and for perivalvular extension of infection is superior to that of transthoracic echocardiography. Additionally, visualization of the lead in the proximal superior vena cava from TEE views may identify tissue along that region that is difficult to visualize by other methods. TEE examination is critical among patients with *S* *aureus* bacteremia, because the rate of endocarditis is significant.67 Several prognostic features may be better defined on transthoracic echocardiography than on TEE, such as pericardial effusion, ventricular dysfunction and dysynchrony, and pulmonary vascular pressure estimations. Concomitant or subsequent transthoracic echocardiography acquired at the time of diagnosis of CIED infection can serve as a baseline for additional studies that may be required during the course of the patient’s illness or follow-up.

A mass adherent to the lead that is seen on echocardiography is usually a thrombus or infected vegetation. Because it is impossible to distinguish between the 2 with echocardiography and recognizing that 5% of adherent masses were deemed thrombus in 1 retrospective survey,68 there will be some patients who are labeled as manifesting CIED-related endocarditis who may not have a lead infection. Masses that are detected in patients without positive blood cultures or other suggestive features for infection are likely to represent thrombus and by themselves do not require lead removal or antibiotic treatment. In addition, the failure to visualize a mass adherent to a lead with TEE does not exclude lead infection.

Cultures of generator-pocket–site tissue and lead tips at the time of device removal are useful in identifying the causative organism and to support a diagnosis of CIED infection. The sensitivity of pocket-site tissue culture is higher than that of swab culture of the pocket.69 Gram staining, in addition to both anaerobic and aerobic bacterial cultures, should be done. Both tissue and the lead tip should be cultured for fungi and mycobacteria if the initial Gram stain is negative; mycobacteria and fungal stains also should be obtained on resected pocket tissue. Percutaneous aspiration of the device pocket should not be done, in general, because of the lack of adequate diagnostic yield and the theoretical risk of introducing microorganisms into the pocket site and causing device infection.

Because leads are extracted through an open generator pocket in most cases, lead contamination can occur if a pocket is infected. This likely explains the lack of systemic manifestations and negative blood cultures in many cases in which a positive lead-tip culture is demonstrated.

**Recommendations for Diagnosis of CIED Infection and Associated Complications**

**Class I**

1. All patients should have at least 2 sets of blood cultures drawn at the initial evaluation before prompt initiation of antimicrobial therapy for CIED infection. (Level of Evidence: C)

2. Generator-pocket tissue Gram’s stain and culture and lead-tip culture should be obtained when the CIED is explanted. (Level of Evidence: C)

3. Patients with suspected CIED infection who either have positive blood cultures or who have negative blood cultures but have had recent antimicrobial therapy before blood cultures were obtained should undergo TEE for CIED infection or valvular endocarditis. (Level of Evidence: C)

4. All adults suspected of having CIED-related endocarditis should undergo TEE to evaluate the left-sided heart valves, even if transthoracic views have demonstrated lead-adherent masses. In pediatric patients with good views, transthoracic echocardiography may be sufficient. (Level of Evidence: B)

**Class IIa**

1. Patients should seek evaluation for CIED infection by cardiologists or infectious disease specialists if they develop fever or bloodstream infection for which there is no initial explanation. (Level of Evidence: C)

**Class III**

1. Percutaneous aspiration of the generator pocket should not be performed as part of the diagnostic evaluation of CIED infection. (Level of Evidence: C)
Management

CIED removal is not required for superficial or incisional infection at the pocket site if there is no involvement of the device. Seven to 10 days of antibiotic therapy with an oral agent with activity against staphylococci is reasonable.

Complete removal of all hardware, regardless of location (subcutaneous, transvenous, or epicardial), is the recommended treatment for patients with established CIED infection. This includes cases in which a localized pocket infection occurs in the absence of signs of systemic infection. Complete removal of hardware is needed because infection relapse rates due to retained hardware are high. Erosion of any part of the CIED should imply contamination of the entire system, including the intravascular portion of leads, and complete device removal should be performed.

Complete CIED removal should be performed when patients undergo valve replacement or repair for infective endocarditis, because the CIED could serve as a nidus for relapsing infection and subsequent seeding of the surgically treated heart valve. An epicardial system should be considered if a new CIED is required after valve surgery with initial CIED removal.

The first issue to address in the treatment of CIED infections is the approach to hardware removal. As newer technologies have emerged and the experience has grown, percutaneous lead extraction has become the preferred method for removal of CIED hardware. However, these procedures involve significant risks, including cardiac tamponade, hemothorax, pulmonary embolism, lead migration, and death, even in experienced hands. Thus, the performance of these procedures should be limited to centers with the appropriate facilities and training, which includes the presence and imminent availability of cardiothoracic surgery on site to provide backup in the event of complications. In high-volume centers, percutaneous lead removal can be accomplished relatively safely with a high rate of success.

A primary surgical approach to lead removal in patients with CIED infection should be limited to patients who have significant retained hardware after attempts at percutaneous removal. Another scenario in which a preference for surgical lead removal has been advocated is in patients with lead vegetations >2 cm in diameter, because of concerns about the risk of pulmonary embolism with percutaneous lead extraction. Experience suggests, however, that percutaneous removal in patients with large vegetations can be done without precipitating a clinically apparent pulmonary embolism.

Until additional data are available, decisions regarding percutaneous versus surgical removal of leads with vegetations larger than 2 cm in diameter should be individualized and based on a patient’s clinical parameters and the extractor’s evaluation.

Antimicrobial therapy is adjunctive in patients with CIED infection, and complete device removal should not be delayed, regardless of timing of initiation of antimicrobial therapy. Selection of the appropriate antimicrobial agent should be based on identification and in vitro susceptibility testing results. Because the bulk of infections are due to staphylococcal species, and some of them will be oxacillin resistant, vancomycin should be administered initially as empirical antibiotic coverage until microbiological results are known. Patients with infections due to oxacillin-susceptible staphylococcal strains can be given cefazolin or nafcillin alone with discontinuation of vancomycin. Vancomycin should be continued in patients who are not candidates for β-lactam antibiotic therapy and those with infections due to oxacillin-resistant staphylococci. Pathogen identification and in vitro susceptibility testing can be used to direct treatment in the minority of patients with nonstaphylococcal CIED infections.

There are no clinical trial data to define the optimal duration of antimicrobial therapy for CIED infections, regardless of the extent of infection, or to determine when conversion to an oral agent is appropriate once complete device removal has been achieved. Factors that influence medical decision making include the extent of device infection, the causative organism, the presence and duration of bloodstream infection, and associated complications such as valvular involvement, septic thrombophlebitis, or osteomyelitis (Figure 2A). Blood cultures should be obtained from all patients after device removal. When CIED infection is limited to the pocket site, 7 to 10 days of therapy after device removal is reasonable if the presentation is device erosion without inflammatory changes; otherwise, 10 to 14 days of antimicrobial treatment is recommended. Therapy can be switched to an oral regimen once susceptibility results are known if there is an oral agent available that is active against the pathogen and the infected CIED has been removed.

At least 2 weeks of parenteral therapy is recommended after extraction of an infected device for patients with bloodstream infection. Patients with sustained (>24 hours) positive blood cultures despite CIED removal and appropriate antimicrobial therapy should receive parenteral therapy for at least 4 weeks, even if TEE is negative for valvular vegetations.

It is intuitive that adequate debridement and control of infection at all sites, both at the generator site and metastatic, if present, be achieved before new device placement. The contralateral side is preferred for new device placement, if required.

There are several aspects of CIED removal for which data are needed so that management recommendations can be provided. These include whether the infected pocket site should be closed before new device placement, whether generator-capsule debridement is appropriate, and how to manage patients who have undergone device removal but have a remaining lead remnant.

Patients with bloodstream infection and no localizing evidence of either generator-site infection or lead or endocardial involvement represent a difficult management group. Although bloodstream infection can be a manifestation of CIED infection, it can occur without CIED infection. There are several clinical parameters that may better characterize patients who have CIED infection and S aureus bacteremia but no localizing evidence of infection. These include the following: (1) Relapsing bacteremia after a course of appropriate antibiotic therapy; (2) if there is no other identified source for bacteremia; (3) if bacteremia persists more than 24 hours; (4) if the CIED is an ICD; (5) presence of a prosthetic cardiac valve; and (6) bacteremia within 3 months of device placement.

On the basis of findings from 1 investigation, CIED infection is unlikely in patients with Gram-negative bacteri-
mia and no other evidence of device infection; thus, CIED removal is not recommended in this setting. In contrast, patients who have Gram-negative bacteremia that has relapsed despite administration of appropriate antibiotic therapy and with no other defined focus of infection should undergo CIED removal. CIED removal should also be performed in patients with sustained or persistent Gram-negative bacteremia despite administration of appropriate antibiotic therapy and no other defined source of infection.

The likelihood of CIED infection in patients with bacteremia or fungemia due to organisms other than *S. aureus* or Gram-negative bacilli that more commonly cause bloodstream infection (coagulase-negative staphylococci, streptococci, enterococci, and *Candida* species) and no other evi-

---

**Figure 2.** A, Approach to management of adults with CIED infection. AHA indicates American Heart Association. Modified from Sohail et al with permission. *A* history, physical examination, chest radiograph, electrocardiogram, and device interrogation are standard baseline procedures before CIED removal. †Duration of antibiotics should be counted from the day of device explantation. Treatment can be extended to 4 or more weeks if there are metastatic septic complications (i.e., osteomyelitis, organ or deep abscess, etc) or sustained bloodstream infection despite CIED removal. B, Approach to implantation of a new device in patients after removal of an infected CIED. Modified from Sohail et al with permission.
It is imperative that there be an assessment of the need for new device implantation. Results of 2 relatively small case series suggest that the risk of CIED infection in these patients is low; however, more data are clearly needed in this clinical setting to permit recommendations on whether device removal is warranted.

**Recommendations for Antimicrobial Management of CIED Infection**

**Class I**

1. Choice of antimicrobial therapy should be based on the identification and in vitro susceptibility results of the infecting pathogen. (Level of Evidence: B)

2. Duration of antimicrobial therapy should be 10 to 14 days after CIED removal for pocket-site infection. (Level of Evidence: C)

3. Duration of antimicrobial therapy should be at least 14 days after CIED removal for bloodstream infection. (Level of Evidence: C)

4. Duration of antimicrobial therapy should be at least 4 to 6 weeks for complicated infection (ie, endocarditis, septic thrombophlebitis, or osteomyelitis or if bloodstream infection persists despite device removal and appropriate initial antimicrobial therapy. (Level of Evidence: C)

**Recommendations for Removal of Infected CIED**

**Class I**

1. Complete device and lead removal is recommended for all patients with definite CIED infection, as evidenced by valvular and/or lead endocarditis or sepsis. (Level of Evidence: A)

2. Complete device and lead removal is recommended for all patients with CIED pocket infection as evidenced by abscess formation, device erosion, skin adherence, or chronic draining sinus without clinically evident involvement of the transvenous portion of the lead system. (Level of Evidence: B)

3. Complete device and lead removal is recommended for all patients with valvular endocarditis without definite involvement of the lead(s) and/or device. (Level of Evidence: B)

4. Complete device and lead removal is recommended for patients with occult staphylococcal bacteremia. (Level of Evidence: B)

**Class IIa**

1. Complete device and lead removal is reasonable in patients with persistent occult Gram-negative bacteremia despite appropriate antibiotic therapy. (Level of Evidence: B)

**Class III**

1. CIED removal is not indicated for a superficial or incisional infection without involvement of the device and/or leads. (Level of Evidence: C)

2. CIED removal is not indicated for relapsing bloodstream infection due to a source other than a CIED and for which long-term suppressive antimicrobials are required. (Level of Evidence: C)

**New Device Implantation**

It is imperative that there be an assessment of the need for new device placement in each patient with an infected CIED. One third to one half of patients in some series will not require new CIED placement. There are several factors, including reversal of the pathological processes that precipitated the need for CIED implantation, changing clinical circumstances, and lack of appropriate clinical indication initially, that obviate the need for new CIED placement and thus result in avoidance of new device infection.

Removal of infected hardware should not be attempted until a careful assessment of a new implantation strategy has been performed, particularly in patients with pacemakers for complete heart block and resynchronization therapy devices. When implantation of a new device is necessary, it should be performed on the contralateral side if possible to avoid relapsing device infection. If this is not possible, a transvenous lead can be tunneled to a device placed subcutaneously in the abdomen. Implantation is usually postponed to allow for resolution of infection, but patients who are PPM dependent represent a challenge, because they cannot be discharged home with a temporary pacemaker.

Because of complications with passive-fixation leads that have been used in the past for temporary pacing in CIED infection cases, active-fixation leads attached to pacing generators or defibrillators are now being used as a “bridge” until PPM implantation is deemed appropriate. Use of active-fixation leads connected to external devices in stimulation-dependent patients with infection permits earlier mobilization of the patient and has been associated with a reduced risk of pacing-related adverse events, including lead dislocation, resuscitation due to severe bradycardia, and local infection.

The optimal timing of device replacement is unknown. Some have advocated proceeding 24 hours after removal, demonstrated a difference in timing of replacement based on (1) blood culture results (median time of 13 days for bacteremic patients versus 7 days for nonbacteremic patients) and (2) type of pathogen identified (median 7 days for CoNS versus 12 days for S aureus). There have been no prospective trial data that examined timing of new device replacement and risk of relapsing infection; however, several investigators recommend waiting for blood cultures to be negative before a new device is placed (Figure 2B).

Only 1 medical center has described simultaneous contralateral (side-to-side) replacement of an infected CIED. A 1-stage exchange was performed in 68 consecutive patients over almost a 14-year period by 1 cardiologist, and two thirds of patients had dual-chamber devices. Clinical presentations included device erosion (41%), cellulitis or abscess (35%), and endocarditis (24%). Fifty-nine patients (87%) were followed up for more than 1 year, and 9 patients were lost to follow-up after 1 to 10 months after 1-stage contralateral device exchange, with no new identified CIED infections. Additional experience with 1-stage contralateral device exchange is needed, however, before it can be recommended for routine use.

There are reports of successful implantations of previously implanted devices from either deceased patients or from the same patient with a prior PPM infection. Mansour and coworkers described 17 patients with a previously infected PPM who underwent successful implantation (at a new site and...
Complications of Device Infection

Complications of CIED infection can be either contiguous to the device or anatomically remote. Contiguous complications include chest wall abscess, septic thrombophlebitis, and right-sided heart endocarditis. More remote complications include skeletal complications, both local (clavicular osteomyelitis and sternoclavicular arthritis) and remote (metastatic osteomyelitis, discitis, and septic arthritis); cardiopulmonary complications (septic pulmonary emboli, mycotic pulmonary artery aneurysm, and left-sided endocarditis with its potential complications); metastatic complications, including soft tissue and organ or muscle abscess formation; and sepsis, with its potential complications.

Outcomes

CIED infection is a serious complication associated with substantial morbidity, mortality, and cost. Reported mortality rates for these infections range widely and tend to be higher in patients with confirmed device-related endocarditis and in those treated without device removal (Table 2). Because of a lack of adequate comparison groups, substantial heterogeneity among studies, and marked differences in populations who do and do not receive device removal, precise estimates of the benefits of device removal are not available.

A risk factor analysis was conducted that examined clinical and echocardiographic variables that identified patients with CIED infections who were at increased risk of mortality. All-cause mortality at 6 months among 210 patients with CIED infections was 18%. Variables associated with increased mortality risk among this cohort included systemic embolization, moderate to severe tricuspid regurgitation, abnormal right ventricular function, and abnormal renal function. Size and mobility of lead vegetations were not independently associated with mortality.

Prevention

Prophylaxis at CIED Implantation

Prevention of CIED infection can be addressed before, during, and after device implantation. Before device implantation, it is important to ensure that patients do not have clinical signs of infection. A parenterally administered antibiotic is recommended 1 hour before the procedure. Data from a meta-analysis of 2 case-control studies that examined purported risk factors of CIED infection and a large, prospective, randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled trial strongly support the administration of antibiotic prophylaxis for CIED implantation. Most experts continue to advocate a first-generation cephalosporin, such as cefazolin, for use as prophylaxis. Although not generally recommended, some advocate the use of vancomycin instead of cefazolin, particularly in centers where oxacillin resistance among staphylococci is high. If vancomycin is used, then it should be administered 90 to 120 minutes before the procedure. Vancomycin also represents an alternative to a first-generation cephalosporin in patients who are allergic to cephalosporins. In patients who are allergic to both cephalosporins and vancomycin, daptomycin and linezolid represent prophylaxis.

Recommendations for Use of Long-Term Suppressive Antimicrobial Therapy

Class IIb

1. Long-term suppressive therapy should be considered for patients who have CIED infection and who are not candidates for complete device removal. (Level of Evidence: C)

Class III

1. Long-term suppressive therapy should not be administered to patients who are candidates for infected CIED removal. (Level of Evidence: C)

Recommendations for New CIED Implantation After Removal of an Infected CIED

Class I

1. Each patient should be evaluated carefully to determine whether there is a continued need for a new CIED. (Level of Evidence: C)

2. The replacement device implantation should not be ipsilateral to the extraction site. Preferred alternative locations include the contralateral side, the iliac vein, and epicardial implantation. (Level of Evidence: C)

Class IIa

1. When positive before extraction, blood cultures should be drawn after device removal and should be negative for at least 72 hours before new device placement is performed. (Level of Evidence: C)

2. New transvenous lead placement should be delayed for at least 14 days after CIED system removal when there is evidence of valvular infection. (Level of Evidence: C)

Long-Term Suppressive Antimicrobial Therapy

Long-term antimicrobial suppressive therapy is used in selected patients with CIED infections who, for a variety of reasons, are not candidates for device removal either by percutaneous or surgical methods. Often, these patients have a limited life expectancy or refuse device removal. Long-term suppressive therapy can be attempted in these cases if they meet several criteria, which include a stable cardiovascular status, clinical improvement with initial antimicrobial therapy, and clearance of bloodstream infection. Because there are no comparative trials, the optimal choice of antimicrobial therapy and its dosing are undefined. Moreover, treatment options are frequently limited, because many CIED infections are caused by multidrug-resistant pathogens that are acquired in the healthcare or nosocomial environment. Thus, prolonged suppression of infection can be difficult to achieve with oral antimicrobial therapy.

Little is known about CIED infection relapse rates despite use of long-term suppressive therapy. Other factors that are relevant to the use of long-term suppressive therapy include the likelihood for selection of resistant organisms, both for the identified pathogen being suppressed and for normal colonizing strains; safety profile; patient compliance; and financial expense.

Recommendations for Use of Long-Term Suppressive Antimicrobial Therapy

Class IIb

1. Long-term suppressive therapy should be considered for patients who have CIED infection and who are not candidates for complete device removal. (Level of Evidence: C)
options. Antibiotic prophylaxis is also recommended if subsequent invasive manipulation of the CIED is required.

Preoperative antiseptic preparation of the skin of the surgical site should be done. Intraprocedurally, compulsive attention to sterile technique is mandatory. If a patient has limited subcutaneous tissue and/or poor nutrition and is at increased risk for erosion, a retropectoral pocket should be considered. In a survey of pediatric patients, 9 (13.8%) of 65 with subcutaneously placed device-pocket transvenous systems developed infection compared with none of the 82 who underwent retropectorally placed systems.90

Hematoma within the pocket that complicates CIED placement or invasive manipulation has been identified as a risk factor associated with device placement.19 Therefore, prevention of hematoma during the procedure is desirable, and several interventions have been used, although there are no data to support their use. This can be achieved by meticulous cautery of bleeding sites and consideration of packing the pocket with antibiotic-soaked sponges to provide tamponade while leads are being placed. The application of topical thrombin may be helpful, particularly in anticoagulated patients. Irrigation of the pocket is useful to remove debris and may reveal persistent bleeding that could lead to a pocket hematoma. In addition, irrigation with an antimicrobial-containing solution for pocket cleansing has been used. Use of monofilament suture for closure of the subcuticular layer may avoid superficial postoperative cellulitis. A pressure dressing applied for 12 to 24 hours after skin closure and dressing may further decrease the risk of hematoma formation.

In the immediate postoperative period, recent data indicate that low-molecular-weight heparin predisposes to hematoma formation and should be avoided.91 A hematoma should be evacuated only when there is increased tension on the skin. Needle aspiration should otherwise be avoided because of the risk of introducing skin flora into the pocket and subsequent development of infection.

Routine ambulatory care follow-up after CIED placement to detect early infectious complications has been performed in many centers. Recent data from 1 investigation92 failed to demonstrate the utility of early follow-up and advocated that instead, patients should be instructed to call their implanting physician for development of fever or incision findings of inflammation. The writing group believes that both early follow-up in a clinic setting and

| Table 2. Published Case Series That Report Outcomes of CIED Infection |
|--------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Reference          | Year | n   | Population                          | Treatment                                                                 | Follow-Up, y | Outcomes                                      |
|                    |      |     | as definite (n=25), probable (n=12), or possible (n=7) | ?                                                                         | 1.67          | 7% Predischarge mortality (2 before removal 2 after removal); 26.9% mortality at end of follow-up |
| Klug et al34       | 1997 | 57  | Pacemaker lead endocarditis         | Plan for initial device removal and parenteral antibiotic therapy        | 1.75          | No clinical recurrence of infection; 1 sudden death |
| O’Nunain et al84   | 1997 | 21  | ICD infection                       | Total system removal in 15; partial system removal in 2; no explantation in 4. All received parenteral antibiotics | 0.75 to 5 y   | 100% Failure and 17% mortality in those treated conservatively; no deaths or recurrent infections in the groups treated with device removal |
| Molina85           | 1997 | 38  | Pacemaker infection (n=21) or ICD   | (1) IV antibiotics without device removal (n=12); (2) complete system removal with 2 weeks of parenteral antimicrobials (n=19); (3) complete removal with 6 weeks of parenteral antimicrobials (n=7) | Not specified | 3 Developed relapsing infection                |
| Cacoub et al42     | 1998 | 33  | Definite pacemaker endocarditis     | Lead removal and prolonged subsequent antibiotic therapy                 | 1.83          | 24% Mortality                                 |
| Chua et al37       | 2000 | 123 | Patients with either pacemaker (n=87) or ICD (n=36) infections | Extraction in 95% with antibiotic therapy (median 28 days) | 1.08          | 8% Mortality, 3% relapse                      |
| Baddour41          | 2001 | 51  | Patients with device-related infections not candidates for surgery (from survey of providers) | Long-term suppressive antibiotics (3 mo to 10 y) | Not specified | 3 Developed relapsing infection                |
| del Rio et al52    | 2003 | 31  | Pacemaker or ICD endocarditis       | Initial conservative therapy (n=7); surgical removal (n=24)                | 3.17          | Initial conservative therapy; 100% relapse, 1 death; initial surgical therapy: 1 relapse, 3 deaths |
| Rundstrom et al88  | 2004 | 38  | Pacemaker endocarditis (44 episodes in 38 patients) | Pacemaker removal in 28 episodes, conservative therapy in 16 episodes | Not specified | 64% Infection-free in group with pacemaker removal; 19% infection-free in conservative-therapy group  |
| Sohail et al87     | 2007 | 189 | Patients with CDI                   | Initial surgical removal in 183 (96%); removal after failure of medical therapy in 3 (2%); all received parenteral antimicrobial therapy, most for at least 2 wk | 0.48          | 3.7% In-hospital mortality; of those followed up after discharge, 5% relapse or persistent pocket infection; 95% infection-free at end of follow-up |
| Sohail et al87     | 2008 | 44  | Pacemaker or ICD endocarditis (from 2007 series with CDI) | Surgical removal in 43 (98%) with parenteral antimicrobial therapy         | 0.5           | 14% In-hospital mortality                     |
thorough patient education should be conducted for early identification of CIED-related infectious complications. Currently, there are no data to support the administration of postoperative antibiotic therapy, and it is not recommended because of the risk of drug adverse events, selection of drug-resistant organisms, and cost.

Recommendations for Antimicrobial Prophylaxis at the Time of CIED Placement

Class I
1. Prophylaxis with an antibiotic that has in vitro activity against staphylococci should be administered. If cefazolin is selected for use, then it should be administered intravenously within 1 hour before incision; if vancomycin is given, then it should be administered intravenously within 2 hours before incision. (Level of Evidence: A)

Antibiotic Prophylaxis for Invasive Procedures

Bacterial pathogens commonly gain entrance to the circulation, whether from routine daily activities such as toothbrushing or from invasive procedures. There is a general and longstanding focus on secondary antibiotic prophylaxis to prevent hematogenous infections from invasive procedures in patients with a wide variety of medical devices and conditions. However, controversy surrounds this practice because there are few data to show efficacy, and the risk from prophylaxis likely outweighs any benefit. For example, there is concern about the development of antibiotic-resistant bacterial pathogens, the possibility of a fatal allergic reaction, and the costs associated with this practice, which include malpractice litigation and, additional medical and dental office visits.

Since the original American Heart Association recommendations were made more than 50 years ago, there has been a proliferation of purported indications for the use of prophylactic antibiotics for patients thought to be at risk for distant site infection from invasive procedures. There is little, if any, scientific justification for administration of antibiotic prophylaxis for invasive procedures, although there is a wide range of opinions. A review of the literature from 1950 to 2007 for publications on cardiac electrophysiological device infections reveals more than 140 articles, none of which report hematologic infection from dental, gastrointestinal, genitourinary, dermatologic, or other procedures.

The predominance of staphylococci as pathogens in CIED infections rather than oral flora suggests that antibiotic prophylaxis for dental procedures is of little or no value. In the rare event of a device infection due to an oral pathogen, it is most likely to have arisen from a bacteremia from a common daily event such as toothbrushing or chewing food. Therefore, there is currently no scientific basis for the use of prophylactic antibiotics before routine invasive dental, gastrointestinal, or genitourinary procedures to prevent CIED infection.

Recommendations for Antimicrobial Prophylaxis for Invasive Procedures in Patients With CIEDs

Class III
1. Antimicrobial prophylaxis is not recommended for dental or other invasive procedures not directly related to device manipulation to prevent CIED infection. (Level of Evidence: C)

Emerging Technology

Advances in molecular, gene, and cell therapies make the development of a biological pacemaker, a tissue that could be implanted in the heart, a future possibility. As pointed out in a recent report, our total dependence on a biological pacemaker will have to await the demonstration of the safety and long-term efficacy of the biological tissue.

Advancement in the development of gene and cell-transfer therapies to restore myocardial function in a failing heart and to inhibit ventricular arrhythmias could potentially impact the need for ICDs in the future. Technical advances could also impact the risk of infection in cases in which a device, rather than a biological therapy, is required. These include development of a totally subcutaneous ICD and a leadless pacing system.

Pediatric Concerns

Pediatric and young adult patients with congenital heart disease represent a population with unique medical and surgical issues. These include smaller body size, vascular anomalies, congenital heart defects with and without surgical correction or palliation, and arrhythmias due to congenital disease or surgical repair. The decision to place a CIED in 1 of these patients requires long-term planning with the expectation of prolonged survival that will include numerous generator changes and lead replacement due to lead fracture or stress related to somatic growth. In addition, adults with some forms of congenital heart disease that do not allow traditional transvenous access to cardiac chambers will require modified pacemaker/ICD systems. With that in mind, a variety of approaches to implantation of these systems are required. Epicardial implants are frequently preferred or necessary because of a patient’s size and growth potential, the presence of intracardiac shunts that allow the possibility of right-to-left shunting, and anatomic or surgical barriers to a transvenous approach. Biventricular pacing often requires epicardial placement of a left ventricular lead because of the small size of the coronary sinus. ICD implants are particularly challenging in a patient who weighs less than 15 kg and usually require novel and nonstandard approaches with nonthoracotomy ICD coil arrays, epicardial patches, or shock leads placed in or adjacent to the pericardial space (Figures 3A and 3B). Another technique that is occasionally used to obtain the advantage of an endocardial lead while preserving the integrity of small veins is to perform a thoracotomy with placement of a lead through an atrial wall via a purse-string suture, with the lead connector extended to an abdominal device.

Klug et al demonstrated that young patients with or without congenital defects have a greater prevalence of PPM lead infections than older (>40 years of age) individuals. They speculated that several factors could be operative in causing an increased infection rate among younger patients, including a higher rate of reinterventions at the generator site, placement of a relatively larger device based on a higher ratio between the volume of the generator and body size, and the likelihood of local trauma to the generator site in younger,
more active individuals. A number of studies\textsuperscript{86,106–114} of infected PPMs in the pediatric population have demonstrated that congenital heart disease is present in a large percentage (44\% to 83\%) of young patients, with overall infection rates that ranged between 1\% and 8\%. Patients with endocardial and epicardial leads composed 70\% and 30\%, respectively, of reported cases. With the exception of 1 study, there were no differences in rates of epicardial and transvenous pacemaker infections. In the largest review of pediatric pacemaker infections, Cohen et al\textsuperscript{90} analyzed 385 pacemaker procedures over a 20-year period and identified 30 infections (7.8\%). Of these infections, 19 (4.9\%) were superficial and were treated successfully with antibiotics only, whereas 9 (2.3\%) were deep pocket infections that required removal of the generator and leads. By multivariable analysis, the only risk factors for infection were the presence of Down syndrome and reinter-

vention for revision of the pacing system. Although the numbers were small, the authors suggested that a subpectoral placement of a device yielded a reduced infection risk compared with a prepectoral location.

No study has compared rates of pacemaker and ICD infections in a pediatric population, although several investigations have examined pediatric and congenital heart disease patients after ICD implantation. Silka et al\textsuperscript{115} described 125 pediatric patients with 4 ICD wound infections and 2 pocket erosions. A recent 4-center survey\textsuperscript{115} reported 7 infections (1.5\%) and 3 erosions in the first 30 days after device implantation and 13 (2.9\%) chronic infections among 443 patients. One study\textsuperscript{116} compared ICD complications between adults and pediatric patients (<21 years of age) at the same institution. The infection rate in the pediatric group was 18\% (2 of 11) compared with 1.2\% (4 of 309) among the adults (\(P=0.003\)). There was 1 epicardial and 1 transvenous system infection in the pediatric group. There was no specific information provided in the report to indicate how many of the systems in adults were epicardial.\textsuperscript{117} The authors speculated that pediatric patients may have had a higher infection rate due to returning to activity sooner and less than optimal wound care.

The same principles of diagnosis and management of device infections in the general population apply to pediatric and congenital heart disease patients; however, there are some additional considerations. The excellent imaging provided by standard transthoracic echocardiography may supplant the need for a transesophageal study in some pediatric patients. Because of the high prevalence of nontransvenous systems and the unique configurations required to implant CIEDs in some pediatric patients and individuals with congenital heart disease, there must be a thorough evaluation of the need to remove all components of a device. This includes a review of a patient’s ongoing need for the device; if the device therapy is no longer required, it should be removed. Epicardial and other nontransvenous systems in use can necessitate extensive surgical procedures for complete device removal, including a full or limited sternotomy or thoracotomy. Therefore, the suspicion of device-component infection must be balanced against the risk of surgical removal. An experienced team of physicians with expertise in cardiac electrophysiology, infectious diseases, pediatrics and congenital heart disease, and cardiothoracic surgery is pivotal in CIED infection management.

**Ethical Considerations**

Consideration for withdrawal of CIED support in terminally ill patients is common and will become more frequent as the age and accompanying comorbid conditions increase among recipients of these devices. Although a thorough review of related ethical considerations is beyond the scope of the present statement, the topic is important to highlight, because the occurrence of a device infection has prompted some patients to refuse implantation of a new device after removal of an infected device. Many of the same ethical concerns that apply to deactivation of a noninfected implanted CIED apply to removal of an infected device without new CIED placement. The American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association/Heart Rhythm Society 2008 guidelines\textsuperscript{3} for device-based therapy of cardiac rhythm abnormalities outlines specific recommendations regarding terminal
### Table 3. Summary of Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Class and Level of Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Recommendations for diagnosis of CIED infection and associated complications</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. All patients should have at least 2 sets of blood cultures drawn at the initial evaluation before prompt initiation of antimicrobial therapy for CIED infection.</td>
<td>IC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Generator-pocket tissue Gram stain and culture and lead-tip culture should be obtained when the CIED is explanted.</td>
<td>IC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Patients with suspected CIED infection who either have positive blood cultures or have negative blood cultures but have had recent antimicrobial therapy before blood cultures were obtained should undergo TEE for CIED infection or valvular endocarditis.</td>
<td>IC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. All adults suspected of having CIED-related endocarditis should undergo TEE to evaluate the left-sided heart valves, even if transthoracic views have demonstrated lead-adherent masses. In pediatric patients with good views, TTE may be sufficient.</td>
<td>IB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Patients should seek evaluation for CIED infection by cardiologists or infectious disease specialists if they develop fever or bloodstream infection for which there is no initial explanation.</td>
<td>IIaC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Percutaneous aspiration of the generator pocket should not be performed as part of the diagnostic evaluation of CIED infection.</td>
<td>IIIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Recommendations for antimicrobial management of CIED infection</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Choice of antimicrobial therapy should be based on the identification and in vitro susceptibility results of the infecting pathogen.</td>
<td>IB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Duration of antimicrobial therapy should be 10 to 14 days after CIED removal for pocket-site infection.</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Duration of antimicrobial therapy should be at least 14 days after CIED removal for bloodstream infection.</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Duration of antimicrobial therapy should be at least 4 to 6 weeks for complicated infection (i.e., endocarditis, septic thromboembolitis, or osteomyelitis or if bloodstream infection persists despite device removal and appropriate initial antimicrobial therapy).</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. Recommendations for removal of infected CIED</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Complete device and lead removal is recommended for all patients with definite CIED infection, as evidenced by valvular and/or lead endocarditis or sepsis.</td>
<td>IA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Complete device and lead removal is recommended for all patients with CIED pocket infection, as evidenced by abscess formation, device erosion, skin adherence, or chronic draining sinus without clinically evident involvement of the transvenous portion of the lead system.</td>
<td>1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Complete device and lead removal is recommended for all patients with valvular endocarditis without definite involvement of the lead(s) and/or device.</td>
<td>1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Complete device and lead removal is recommended for patients with occult staphylococcal bacteremia.</td>
<td>1B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Complete device and lead removal is reasonable in patients with persistent occult Gram-negative bacteremia despite appropriate antibiotic therapy.</td>
<td>IIaB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. CIED removal is not indicated for a superficial or incisional infection without involvement of the lead(s) and/or leads.</td>
<td>IIIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. CIED removal is not indicated for relapsing bloodstream infection due to a source other than a CIED and for which long-term suppressive antimicrobials are required.</td>
<td>IIIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D. Recommendations for new CIED implantation after removal of an infected CIED</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Each patient should be evaluated carefully to determine whether there is a continued need for a new CIED.</td>
<td>IC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The replacement device implantation should not be ipsilateral to the extraction site. Preferred alternative locations include the contralateral side, the iliac vein, and epicardial implantation.</td>
<td>1C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. When positive before extraction, blood cultures should be drawn after device removal and should be negative for at least 72 hours before new device placement is performed.</td>
<td>IIaC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. New transvenous lead placement should be delayed for at least 14 days after CIED system removal when there is evidence of valvular infection.</td>
<td>IIaC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>E. Recommendations for use of long-term suppressive antimicrobial therapy</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Long-term suppressive therapy should be considered for patients who have CIED infection and who are not candidates for complete device removal.</td>
<td>IIbC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Long-term suppressive therapy should not be administered to patients who are candidates for infected CIED removal.</td>
<td>IIIC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Class and Level of Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>F. Recommendations for antimicrobial prophylaxis at the time of CIED placement</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Prophylaxis with an antibiotic that has in vitro activity against staphylococci should be administered. If cefazolin is selected for use, then it should be administered intravenously within 1 hour before incision; if vancomycin is given, then it should be administered intravenously within 2 hours before incision.</td>
<td>IA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>G. Recommendations for antimicrobial prophylaxis for invasive procedures in patients with CIEDs</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Antimicrobial prophylaxis is not recommended for dental or other invasive procedures not directly related to device manipulation to prevent CIED infection.</td>
<td>IIIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H. Recommendations to avoid microbiological studies in cases of CIED removal for noninfectious reasons</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Routine microbiological studies should not be conducted on CIEDs that have been removed for noninfectious reasons.</td>
<td>IIIB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TTE indicates transthoracic echocardiography.

care of dying patients and device deactivation. In addition, there will be a thorough addressing of the ethics of CIED use in a pending statement on CIED extraction from the Heart Rhythm Society.

**Removal of Noninfected CIEDs**

**Avoidance of Microbiological Studies**

Noninfectious device-related complications or device malfunction may occur that requires CIED removal with new device placement. At the time of device removal, specimens from the generator pocket or the explanted device should not be routinely sent for microbiological studies unless there are intraoperative findings to suggest concurrent infection. As evidenced in a previous investigation, intraoperative culture specimens frequently yield bacteria, although there is no other evidence of infection. In these cases, it is presumed that contamination during device explantation and processing of specimens likely account for the majority of positive cultures. In these cases, no antimicrobial therapy has been administered, and the rate of subsequent device infection has been no greater than expected. Thus, cultures should not be obtained routinely; because if positive, they could be misinterpreted as being clinically significant and lead to the inappropriate administration of antimicrobials, or worse, removal of the newly implanted device.

**Recommendations to Avoid Microbiological Studies in Cases of CIED Removal for Noninfectious Reasons**

**Class III**

1. Routine microbiological studies should not be conducted on CIEDs that have been removed for noninfectious reasons. *(Level of Evidence: B)*

**Areas in Need of Further Research**

Tremendous gains in our knowledge of CIED infections have occurred over the past 5 years. Because of the increasing rate of these infections among an increasing pool of device recipients, it is imperative that aggressive investigation of all aspects of device infection be conducted. The following topics represent areas that the writing group identified as critical for further study:

1. Determine the safety of 1-stage contralateral device replacement compared with delayed device replacement as a management scheme.

2. Define a scoring system that distinguishes patients with *S. aureus* bacteremia and no other evidence of device infection who prove to have CIED infection from those who do not, so that unnecessary device removal can be avoided.

3. Develop CIEDs that are less prone to infection.

4. Develop adjunctive therapies that eliminate biofilm-laden microorganisms.

5. Determine whether there is a “floor” of vegetation size, among other characteristics, that reliably predicts the occurrence of clinically significant pulmonary embolism with percutaneous extraction of an infected lead.

6. Define more clearly the circumstances in which vancomycin should be used as primary prophylaxis for CIED implantation.

7. Identify risk factors and characterize outcomes of CIED infections in large populations that are representative of those treated in clinical practice.

8. Develop a scoring system to assess the risk of serious complications associated with percutaneous removal that will identify a subset of patients for whom median sternotomy for CIED removal is recommended.

9. Assess implantation strategies in infants and children for CIED with respect to both leads and generators that will reduce both short- and long-term infection rates.

10. Develop gene and cell therapies to obviate the need for CIED devices.

11. Define the current financial cost of CIED infection in the United States.

12. Determine whether generator capsule excision and pocket closure before new device placement are beneficial in reducing the likelihood of new CIED infection.

13. Determine the risk of CIED infection among patients with bloodstream infection due to coagulase-negative staphylococci, streptococci, enterococci, and *Candida* species and no other evidence of device infection.

**Summary of Recommendations**

This document has addressed critical aspects of CIED infections. In particular, management strategies have been presented, and a summary of recommendations is outlined in Table 3.
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Addendum

In the article by Baddour et al, “Update on Cardiovascular Implantable Electronic Device Infections and Their Management: A Scientific Statement From the American Heart Association,” which published ahead of print January 4, 2010, and appeared in the January 26, 2010, issue of the journal (Circulation. 2010;121:458–477), several clarifications are needed.

These clarifications are intended to help readers understand the recommendations from the scientific statement.

1. On page 466, in the first column, under the heading “Recommendations for Removal of Infected CIED,” the fourth recommendation under “Class I” reads:

4. Complete device and lead removal is recommended for patients with occult staphylococcal bacteremia (Level of Evidence: B).

The Writing Group provided clarification in 3 areas regarding this difficult aspect of cardiovascular implantable electronic device (CIED) infection management:

● A thorough investigation, including transesophageal echocardiography (TEE), or transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) in a child with satisfactory echo windows, is required before characterizing an episode of Staphylococcus aureus bacteremia as originating from an unidentified source because such a diagnosis directs attention to the CIED system as being either the source itself or infected by the source. A major purpose of TEE is to exclude cardiac valve vegetations or other findings suggestive of infective endocarditis. Its use in defining lead-related infection is limited because an echodense mass attached to a lead may represent a bland clot that is not infected, and failure to visualize echodense material on a CIED lead does not exclude lead infection.

● CIED removal may be associated with significant complications. Consultations with specialists in infectious diseases, electrophysiology, and cardiovascular surgery of possible or proven CIED infection associated with S aureus bacteremia may be required to ensure that informed decisions are made regarding device removal. In patients with S aureus bacteremia without an identifiable focus of infection, additional factors may influence the decision to remove a CIED, such as age of the lead(s), coexisting illnesses, estimated life expectancy, duration of bacteremia, and control of infection, based on whether negative blood cultures and resolution of local and/or systemic signs of infection, have been achieved with antimicrobial therapy. Please refer to the original statement for further comments regarding these and other factors.

● With S aureus bacteremia from an unidentified source, studies are in progress to distinguish between patients with CIED infection from those without infection. The results of these studies may allow clinicians to be more selective in identifying which patients require complete device removal and which do not.

2. On page 469, in the first column, under the heading “Recommendations for Antimicrobial Prophylaxis at the Time of CIED Placement,” the recommendation under “Class I” reads:

1. Prophylaxis with an antibiotic that has in vitro activity against staphylococci should be administered. If cefazolin is selected then it should be administered intravenously within 1 hour before incision; if vancomycin is given, then it should be administered intravenously within 2 hours before incision (Level of Evidence: A).

The Writing Group provided clarification on the importance of timing of preoperative antibiotic prophylaxis and emphasized that antibiotic administration should be at the specifically stated times (1 hour for cefazolin and 2 hours for vancomycin) in the recommendation, rather than possibly promoting a practice of drug administration that could be only a short time (eg, 15 minutes) before incision.